Abstract-We propose a novel heart rate (HR) estimation method from facial videos that dynamically adapts the HR pulse extraction algorithm to separately deal with noise from 'rigid' head motion and 'non-rigid' facial expression. We first identify the noise type, based on which, we apply specific noise removal steps. 
Introduction
Non-contact Heart Rate (HR) estimation, predominantly from face videos, is increasingly being seen as a nonintrusive, flexible way of determination of a person's physical and mental health. Several methods have been tried in the past to extract cardiac activity-induced color variations on the face [1] - [3] , but they are often vulnerable to various noise. These methods use a common noise-removal method to handle these fundamentally different noises. On the contrary, we separately deal with 'rigid noise' caused by head motions and 'non-rigid noise' caused by facial expressions as major noise types.
We propose a novel HR estimation method that detects the kind of noise present in each frame and adapts the HR pulse extraction method to include specific noise removal steps, in order to remove rigid and non-rigid noise separately and selectively．
Proposed Method
In the proposed method, first, the facial feature point on the nose and those around the lips are observed over time to detect head motion and facial expressions, respectively, and one of three labels 'motion'/'expression'/'still' is assigned to each frame. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of proposed method. After frame labeling, a rectangular region of interest (ROI) is selected on the face and divided into N sub-ROIs.
For each sub-ROI, r = 1,…, N, the observed signal Gr(t), green channel mean over all pixels, is computed.
For frames labeled 'still', i.e. noise-less, or 'motion', reliable HR components are emphasized using an ROI filter that assigns weights wr, inversely proportional to local variance of Gr(t) in a short-time window. For 'expression' frames, due to complex movement of facial muscles, there is high amplitude noise which inflates local variance of most sub-ROI signals. So, to suppress high amplitude noise, ROI filter weights vr are assigned inversely proportional to maximum value of Gr(t) in the short-time window. Besides labeldependent ROI filter, label-dependent noise correction steps are applied.
In (2), head motion signal h(t), which adds noise in observed signal Gr(t), is subtracted from Gr(t). Here, α is computed to minimize ||Gr(t) − αh(t)|| 2 .
Still: G(t) = r wrGr(t)
Motion:
Expression:
In ( clearly outperforms the baseline methods, especially in the presence of 'rigid' and 'non-rigid' noise. As shown in Table   I , Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Standard Deviation of Error (SDE) with respect to ground truth HR values, were calculated for the proposed method along with previous works described in [1] - [3] . Method (d) is the proposed method without peak tracking, and method (e) is the proposed method including the peak tracking step. 4. Conclusion
The proposed method (e) achieves the lowest error by adapting the pulse extraction and noise removal steps, based on whether 'rigid' or 'non-rigid' motion is present in the video frames. In the future, we will further analyze cases which involve rigid and non-rigid motion occurring at the same time, although, here, we treated the dominant noise exclusively.
